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Noteflow - The ultimate digital notebook for iOS
Published on 09/20/17
Seattle based Qrayon today introduces Noteflow 1.0, a revolutionary new digital notebook
app for iPad and iPhone. Noteflow is designed to replace pen and paper. It works like a
digital notebook, but goes way beyond that. Use it for taking notes, annotating PDFs,
sketching and visual thinking, plus a whole lot more. Noteflow natively integrates with
iOS's file system and drag-and-drop capabilities. Drop photos and text into Noteflow, and
drag your drawings into other apps.
Seattle, Washington - Qrayon today announced the release of Noteflow Digital Notebook 1.0
for iOS11 on the iPad and iPhone. Noteflow is designed to replace pen and paper. It works
like a digital notebook, but goes way beyond that. Use it for taking notes, annotating
PDFs, sketching and visual thinking, plus a whole lot more:
Copy and Paste from the Real World:
Use Inkport gen 2 to snap a picture of a whiteboard or writing and convert it into
Noteflow's native vector ink. No special paper needed. Then resize, re-color, or edit as
if you wrote it in Noteflow.
Create Layered Drawings without Layers:
Use the highlighter tool to color and shade behind existing ink. Use Color-Select to
separate and edit individual colors. It's a much more fluid and natural editing experience
than with layers. Use the straight-line tool with a grid for fast and intuitive wireframes
and drafting.
Be More Productive with Drag-and-Drop, Cloud Sync, and more:
Noteflow natively integrates with iOS's file system and drag-and-drop capabilities. Drop
photos and text into Noteflow, and drag your drawings into other apps. Store your files
locally or sync with the cloud service of your choice. Make Noteflow a seamless part of
your workflow, the way you like.
Space for Your Ideas to Roam:
The vision for Noteflow is simple: to be digital pen and paper. The magic of pen and paper
is in their versatility. They are useful for so many things, but particularly for the
freeform capture of ideas. Noteflow expands upon this quality. You can naturally do all
the things you normally do with pen and paper: take notes in meetings or class, and jot
down flashes of inspirations on the go.
And you can take that to a whole new level:
One of Noteflow's best uses is for "thinking on digital paper". Quickly capture key ideas
and concepts, then move and organize them on the screen. Noteflow's vector ink engine lets
you scale and edit your work without any loss of quality. Your words and drawings remain
tack sharp when zoomed in, giving you a huge effective working canvas even on a single
page.
There are analogues in the physical world, such as sketchnotes or everyday working on a
white board, but being able to fluidly edit and move your ideas around the page is
something you can only do digitally. When you represent the ideas in your head with your
own personal scribbles on the screen, it effectively becomes an extension of your mind giving you more room to think.
Noteflow was designed to let you intuitively capture and work on your ideas the way you
like. Whether it's dropping in existing information, quickly sketching concepts, or
assembling polished presentations for others. By resizing ink and zooming in, you have a
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huge effective canvas to work with, even on a single page. As your ideas shape up,
Noteflow has all the tools you need to tidy them up and format them to share with others.
Key Features include:
* Smooth scalable vector ink, with support for the Apple Pencil
* Insert images and snap photos with the camera
* Focused-writing mode: Write legibly even with your finger
* Customizable per-book themes and per-page stationery
* iOS 11 native cloud file sync
* iOS 11 Drag-and-Drop support (iPad)
Noteflow:
The standard edition of Noteflow is a free download. You can upgrade at any time to
Noteflow to add many additional features, including:
* Custom pen controls with a draw-behind highlighter and shape recognizer
* A fully customizable palette with multiple tools
* Convert real-world drawings and notes to vector ink with Inkport gen 2
* Color-select and re-color ink
* Create monthly calendars with the built-in calendar generator
* Import PDF documents or slides from Pages, Keynote, and other 3rd party Apps
* An additional (50 ) fonts
* And more
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPhone, iPad and iPad Pro
* Requires iOS 11 or later
* 20 MB
Pricing and Availability:
There are two editions of Noteflow. Noteflow (Standard Edition) is free and available
worldwide through the App Store in the Productivity category. Noteflow has many additional
features, and is available for $14.99 (USD) or equivalent local currency.
Noteflow Digital Notebook 1.0:
http://www.qrayon.com/home/noteflow/
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/noteflow-digital-notebook/id1252732105
YouTube Video (Demo of Inkport):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MP07ue_s4KQ
Screenshot 1:
http://www.qrayon.com/home/noteflow/media/digital.jpg
Screenshot 2:
http://www.qrayon.com/home/noteflow/media/inkport.jpg
App Icon:
http://www.qrayon.com/home/noteflow/media/Noteflow%20icon%20rounded%201024.png

Based in Seattle, Washington, Qrayon is a pioneering developer of productivity and
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education Apps for the iPad and iPhone. Their Apps have been featured by Apple numerous
times, and are currently being used in classrooms and offices all over the world. All
Material and Software Copyright (C) 2017 Qrayon, LLC. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of
their respective owners.
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